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Teaching strategies that stimulate higher level and imaginative thinking are important curriculum extensions
for gifted students who have already mastered much of the written and oral language skills required at their
grade level. This digest presents strategies and activities that, while appropriate for all students, encourage
gifted students especially to work at their own pace and level of complexity and extend their talents in a
variety of ways. FREE VERSE Poetry presents an opportunity for gifted students to explore 1 the quality of
words, 2 the power of metaphoric language, and 3 the complexity and subtlety of meaning. When writing free
verse without the constrictions of a rhyme scheme, students can focus on imagery and point of view, and
experiment with different writing styles. Creating a group poem. Creating a free verse poem with all the
students before they work on their own can demonstrate the different ways to write free verse. Start by
presenting a poster or picture on any topic, such as nature. Encourage the students to think about the
atmosphere of the picture-the color, the feeling they get, and what certain images mean to them. Once the
students have shared their ideas, read the whole poem with respect and appreciation and talk about the images
conveyed. Using creative catalysts, students can enter new worlds and create images of their imaginary
experience and analytic thought. Teachers can provide a wide range of creative catalysts e. Try to stimulate
original thinking through focused questions and directions: Freed from the need to make words rhyme, many
gifted writers produce verse with extraordinarily sensitive and vivid imagery: Exploring the elements of
fiction can be exciting if students are asked to improvise and think divergently about the stories. All students
can benefit from the critical thinking that this strategy demands, and the teacher can adapt it to more difficult
content, depending on the ability and grade level of the students. Begin with fundamental questions: If you
could change this, what would you change it to? Then break down the different elements of a composition and
discuss how specific changes would change the whole effect. Using fractured fairy tales to explore fiction.
Fractured fairy tales are designed to be humorous by changing a familiar story in an unexpected way, such as
altering the plot, a character, or setting. One student might decide to make Little Red Riding Hood a tough,
strong girl, completely unafraid of the wolf and able to save her grandmother. When the teacher presents a
fractured fairy tale, asking a series of questions helps the children think through the changes and what they
mean. When students are asked to change the nature of even a few characters in a fairytale, they will discover
that the smallest change can affect plot. If their changes remove the conflict and suspense from the story, the
teacher can take them back to the original story. What moment in the story held the most tension for them?
What kept them riveted to the story? Re-examining their own ideas, gifted students can then identify the areas
where the conflict and suspense have gone and can brainstorm ways to create new conflicts. This process can
apply to the simplest stories as well as to the most advanced novels and plays. For gifted students, the
possibilities are limitless and the problems presented by the process endlessly fascinating. The key is to
discuss the relationships across story elements and to examine what is gained or lost with each change. Gifted
students rarely accept anything on face value and enjoy debating points in politics and history based on their
own alternate readings of the events. Writing biographical and historical fiction enables them to capitalize on
this talent and use it to explore different perspectives both critically and creatively. Begin by exposing the
students to the life experiences of prominent men and women through books, magazines, and short films, and
through pictures, drawings, or images of their work. This is one of the great values of biographical and
historical fiction: It inspires deeper research and a more critical analysis of issues that appear in their story.
Creating a point of view. As students begin to tell their stories, they discover how individual points of view
create a different focus and perspective than the more "objective" biographies that synthesize information
from multiple sources. Historical fiction works in a similar way. For example, the class may study the Civil
War period. After the students acquire a detailed understanding of the issues and conflicts between the north
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and south and events that finally drove the two sides to war, ask them to create a character from this period.
The students create a personal history for their imaginary character and write a story or anecdote that could
have occurred in the life of this person in this place in this time. Gifted students who use biography and
history as a source for creating fiction begin to see history-and non-fiction generally-in a different light.
Within a news report or a historical event are many individual lives, each with a slightly different perspective.
Perhaps in no other form do critical and creative thinking work so closely. Gifted writers who love history
discover a limitless source of material-the stories of many civilizations around the world-that can become the
world of their characters, the cause of conflicts, the most suspenseful moments of their own stories. These
activities lead to a reflective understanding of how the stories of history are told and how bias can impact the
representation of events. Gifted readers and writers can expand their experience of literature when they
respond to it through their own original work-creative writing, designing, composing and dramatizing.
Higher-level thinking skills of analysis, interpretation, and evaluation are inherent to the creative processes
described in this digest. When used as a curriculum extension, the strategies are especially for gifted students,
and may also be used to teach critical thinking skills to all children. Please note that Web addresses are subject
to change. The Young Gifted Child: Potential and Promise, An Anthology. Identifying, Nuturing, and
Challenging Ages Free Spirit Publishing Inc. Web sites for fractured fairy tales:
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Share via Email Self-portrait by Leonardo da Vinci. For too long English language teachers have worried
about finding the best method, the quickest, most efficient way to teach languages. But this quest for a
pedagogic holy grail, however noble, is destined to fail, and for many reasons, not least because there are far
too many variables flying around. I would like to suggest that far from being panacea, principled, creative
methodology can go a long way towards making the practice of teaching a second language more effective,
and certainly much more enjoyable for both learners and teachers. So what do we mean by "creativity"? It is
best defined as a cluster of skills to fashion a product or idea that is original and is culturally valued. In other
words, according to researchers, for an idea or product to be considered "creative" it should be new and useful.
But say the word "creativity" and inevitably a few imposing figures come to mind: Leonardo da Vinci,
Beethoven, Einstein, to name but three. These extraordinary individuals would certainly encompass the notion
of creativity. However, the creativity I am referring to is the so-called c-type creativity, also known as the
everyday type, as opposed to the C-type creativity of the geniuses mentioned above. The bad news is that this
latter type cannot be learned. The good news is that the everyday type can be. So why is creativity a necessity
in the classroom? First off, because creativity is valued and appreciated by our students. Some years ago a
very interesting survey was carried out in the UK: It would seem students clearly appreciate imaginative
teachers who know how to stretch beyond the tried and tested, and keep looking for new ways to make lessons
more stimulating. But creativity matters to teachers as well. As part of a study on teacher motivation, I have
asked over colleagues to comment on the reasons why they chose teaching English as a career. I was
astonished to hear that for many, having an opportunity to use imaginative approaches to teaching and design
activities from scratch was a driving force. There are a number of possible reasons for this. For some teachers,
a lesson is similar to a work of art, or their own motivation to teach is fuelled by the creative process. For
others this creative approach helps them stave off the routine. Some have said that, ultimately, they owe it to
themselves and to their students to be creative. Others just want to have a little bit of fun. Just close your eyes
for a few seconds, bring your students nearer: They have very different backgrounds, different learning styles,
different learning experiences, different degrees of motivation, different language levels and different
intelligences and cognitive styles. Unless we bring imaginative approaches to teaching we will have failed to
reach out to the very diverse cognitive and emotional needs of our students. Think about this too: A creative
teacher knows how to teach and test in ways that are meaningful to the students. A creative teacher will
always find ways to make her lessons stick. Having said that, being creative in class is often easier said than
done. Probably the best way to invite creativity is to take stock and reflect for a minute on the obstacles and
challenges we have to face. First of all, it may be seen as hard for colleagues who teach to a test or work with
an extremely regimented syllabus to do things differently. This is undeniably true most of the time, but
experience tells me that this is often something some colleagues say to justify their unwillingness to change.
There is also always a way to do things differently in class without upsetting the establishment. My advice in
this case is to start small, and be extremely patient. Walt Disney, Charlie Parker and many others. Fear of
failure is another problem: This happens quite a lot. One last word of advice: His book Being Creative is
published by Delta Topics.
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Joan Franklin Smutny June Teaching strategies that stimulate higher level and imaginative thinking are
important curriculum extensions for gifted students who have already mastered much of the written and oral
language skills required at their grade level. This digest presents strategies and activities that, while
appropriate for all students, encourage gifted students especially to work at their own pace and level of
complexity and extend their talents in a variety of ways. Free Verse Poetry presents an opportunity for gifted
students to explore 1 the quality of words, 2 the power of metaphoric language, and 3 the complexity and
subtlety of meaning. When writing free verse without the constrictions of a rhyme scheme, students can focus
on imagery and point of view, and experiment with different writing styles. Creating a group poem. Creating a
free verse poem with all the students before they work on their own can demonstrate the different ways to
write free verse. Start by presenting a poster or picture on any topic, such as nature. Encourage the students to
think about the atmosphere of the picture-the color, the feeling they get, and what certain images mean to
them. If you were to think of the people or animals in this picture as colors, what colors would they be? If you
were to think of them as music or sound, what would you hear? If they had texture, temperature such as cold,
smooth, warm, liquid, etc. Once the students have shared their ideas, read the whole poem with respect and
appreciation and talk about the images conveyed. Using creative catalysts, students can enter new worlds and
create images of their imaginary experience and analytic thought. Teachers can provide a wide range of
creative catalysts e. Try to stimulate original thinking through focused questions and directions: Notice this
photo of Jane Goodall. What is she staring at? What exists outside the lines of the painting? What does her
expression tell you? What do you imagine has just happened before this picture was taken? Freed from the
need to make words rhyme, many gifted writers produce verse with extraordinarily sensitive and vivid
imagery: Exploring the elements of fiction can be exciting if students are asked to improvise and think
divergently about the stories. All students can benefit from the critical thinking that this strategy demands, and
the teacher can adapt it to more difficult content, depending on the ability and grade level of the students.
Begin with fundamental questions: If you could change this, what would you change it to? Then break down
the different elements of a composition and discuss how specific changes would change the whole effect.
Using fractured fairy tales to explore fiction. Fractured fairy tales are designed to be humorous by changing a
familiar story in an unexpected way, such as altering the plot, a character, or setting. One student might decide
to make Little Red Riding Hood a tough, strong girl, completely unafraid of the wolf and able to save her
grandmother. When the teacher presents a fractured fairy tale, asking a series of questions helps the children
think through the changes and what they mean. What characters in this story differ from the original and how?
How does this change the overall effect? What do you think the writer is trying to say in this new version?
When students are asked to change the nature of even a few characters in a fairytale, they will discover that the
smallest change can affect plot. If their changes remove the conflict and suspense from the story, the teacher
can take them back to the original story. What moment in the story held the most tension for them? What kept
them riveted to the story? Re-examining their own ideas, gifted students can then identify the areas where the
conflict and suspense have gone and can brainstorm ways to create new conflicts. This process can apply to
the simplest stories as well as to the most advanced novels and plays. For gifted students, the possibilities are
limitless and the problems presented by the process endlessly fascinating. The key is to discuss the
relationships across story elements and to examine what is gained or lost with each change. A Study of
Perspective: Biographical and Historical Fiction Biographies and histories provide rich material for gifted
students to re-imagine actual events from new, even unusual points of view. Gifted students rarely accept
anything on face value and enjoy debating points in politics and history based on their own alternate readings
of the events. Writing biographical and historical fiction enables them to capitalize on this talent and use it to
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explore different perspectives both critically and creatively. Begin by exposing the students to the life
experiences of prominent men and women through books, magazines, and short films, and through pictures,
drawings, or images of their work. This is one of the great values of biographical and historical fiction: It
inspires deeper research and a more critical analysis of issues that appear in their story. Creating a point of
view. As students begin to tell their stories, they discover how individual points of view create a different
focus and perspective than the more "objective" biographies that synthesize information from multiple
sources. Historical fiction works in a similar way. For example, the class may study the Civil War period.
After the students acquire a detailed understanding of the issues and conflicts between the north and south and
events that finally drove the two sides to war, ask them to create a character from this period. The students
create a personal history for their imaginary character and write a story or anecdote that could have occurred
in the life of this person in this place in this time. Gifted students who use biography and history as a source
for creating fiction begin to see history-and non-fiction generally-in a different light. Within a news report or a
historical event are many individual lives, each with a slightly different perspective. Perhaps in no other form
do critical and creative thinking work so closely. These activities lead to a reflective understanding of how the
stories of history are told and how bias can impact the representation of events. Conclusion Language arts
instruction for gifted must provide students with the techniques and sources that fully engage their analytical
minds and imaginative talents. Higher-level thinking skills of analysis, interpretation, and evaluation are
inherent to the creative processes described in this digest. When used as a curriculum extension, the strategies
are especially for gifted students, and may also be used to teach critical thinking skills to all children.
Resources Internet resources cited in this document were current at the time of publication. Please note that
Web addresses are subject to change. The Young Gifted Child: Potential and Promise, An Anthology.
Identifying, Nuturing, and Challenging Ages Free Spirit Publishing Inc. Web sites for fractured fairy tales:
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Share via Email Creative curriculum: Tom Finnie As a creative school, with a track record in fantastic English
results , we are often asked what our specific approach is: Immersion activities How can children access
stories, poems and other texts if their minds and imaginations not fully engaged? We have found that
immersing children in a range of creative activities before reading the text means that they are fully prepared,
and excited, about the reading journey ahead of them. Through painting, music composition, a film project, in
role drama or sculpture, the kids have had a chance to share vocabulary, ideas and concepts which gives their
reading fresh meaning and purpose. We aim to provide children with a clear purpose to all reading, and
especially writing tasks. Recent examples include a whole school bookmaking project. Following a whole
school Inset on bookbinding techniques, every class published their own shared book; one example being an
anthology of short spooky stories composed by year 6. The effort the children put into their work was
immense, and the results were stunning as a result. Meaningful planning Where possible, learning in English
is linked with subjects within the creative curriculum we follow: Well in advance of teaching, teachers
collaborate and share their ideas for planning through a mind mapping process. Meaningful, creative activities
are planned for, ensuring that all staff members know exactly what the children will be learning and why.
Focused on strategies The teaching of reading is not easy. We ensure that specific reading strategies are
modelled explicitly to the class; this provides children with a holistic bank of skills to draw upon. This could
include scanning a text, making an inference, predicting or creating a mental image. These strategies are then
shared as a class, and then assessed in follow up guided reading activities. We want to encourage our children
to discover new texts, genres and authors, so our reading areas are inviting, well resourced and highly
organised. Pupils can choose from an exciting array of reading material: Drama to engage and inspire The use
of drama is such a powerful tool. Taking the lead from our drama specialist, all teaching staff use a range of
techniques to promote the exploration of characters, situations and historical events. Rigorous teaching of
spelling and phonics In the infants, phonics is streamed, so all children can benefit from tailored teaching,
making maximum progress as a result. All phonics and spelling activities are fun, multi sensory and as
physical possible, the aim being to meet all learning styles in the class. In the juniors, we try to make
homework lists as personalised to the child as possible to ensure that the spelling patterns stick in a
meaningful way. Grammar concepts taught creatively Grammar cannot be taught as a stand alone activity.
Punctuation rules and techniques are drawn from shared texts; texts which the children have already been
immersed in and have a good understanding of. Exploring these, and embedding them creatively is how the
learning takes place. They are well trained in searching for successful examples of the learning intention,
articulating their responses to the work, checking the writing matches any targets and giving constructive
feedback. This content is brought to you by Guardian Professional. To get articles direct to your inbox, and to
access thousands of free resources, sign up to the Guardian Teacher Network here. Looking for your next role?
See our Guardian jobs for schools site for thousands of the latest teaching, leadership and support jobs Topics.
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Teaching Language Arts Creatively [M. Chenfeld] on www.enganchecubano.com *FREE* shipping on qualifying offers.
teaching teachers.

6: Teaching Language Arts Creatively - Mimi Brodsky Chenfeld - Google Books
Location & Availability for: Teaching language arts creatively in the Enter Search Terms: Keyword Title Author Subject
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7: Library Resource Finder: Location & Availability for: Teaching language arts creatively in the
APA Citation. Chenfeld, Mimi Brodsky. () Teaching language arts creatively /San Diego: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich,
MLA Citation. Chenfeld, Mimi Brodsky.

8: Creative Strategies for Teaching Language Arts to Gifted Students (K-8). ERIC Digest
This textbook is an outstanding approach to teaching language arts fluently. Children aren't reading the way they should.
They don't have the creativity they did in the past.
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There are many ways to enrich the language arts lessons you teach. One is to add gems from the Internet to your
collection. Teachers everywhere share their priceless bits of wisdom through mailing lists and publish their best ideas on
Web sites.
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